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Abst rac t - - In  this article, we present a new numerical method for solving the steady Oseen equa- 
tions in an unbounded plane domain. The technique consists in coupling the boundary integral and 
the finite element methods. An artificial smooth boundary is introduced separating an interior inho- 
mogeneons region from an exterior homogeneous one. The solution in exterior egion is represented 
by an integral equation over the artificial boundary. This integral equation is incorporated into a 
velocity-preseure formulation for the interior egion, and a finite element method is used to approxi- 
mate the resulting variational problem. Finally, the optimal error estimates ofthe numerical solution 
are derived. 
Computer results will be discussed in a forthcoming paper. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In practical engineering, we often encounter the boundary value problems of the Partial Differ- 
ential Equations (PDEs) in unbounded omain, such as the Oseen flow around an solid body, 
the acoustic of scattering and diffusion or electromagnetic scattering by an arbitrarily shaped 
body. The numerical computation of the above problems is very important in many areas of 
application, e.g., the design of wave guides, the study of engine noise, the assessment of damage 
by an electromagneti pulse, and the biological effects of microwave radiation, etc. Mathemati- 
cally, the problems have the form of an exterior boundary value problem of PDEs, which gives 
rise to particular difficulty emerging from the fact that the domain is unbounded where neither 
the well-established boundary integral nor finite element methods are appropriate by themselves. 
In fact, this is the case for a fairly good class of problems, those which involve infinite domains 
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while simultaneously containing a subregion where inhomogeneous material properties on even 
nonlinearities require complicated mathematical models. 
The coupling method of Boundary Integral (BI) and Finite Element (FE) has been shown to 
be a very effective tool for solving exterior boundary value problems with an inhomogeneous part 
in a bounded omain and a homogeneous part outside of the unbounded omain, for which the 
traditional numerical analysis techniques are unsuitable (see [1-9]). The purpose of this paper 
is to extend the applicability of the coupling method to the bidimensional exterior steady Oseen 
problem. To this end, we will introduce a smooth artificial boundary separating an interior 
inhomogeneous region from an exterior homogeneous region. The solution in the exterior egion 
is represented by an integral equation over the artificial boundary. This integral equation is 
incorporated into a velocity-pressure variational formulation for the interior egion. This allows a 
discretization along the articial boundary together with a typical discretization by finite elements 
to be employed. Next, we will prove that the variational formulation is well posed and provide 
the optimal error estimates for the approximate solution. 
2.  THE OSEEN EQUATIONS 
Let ~o be a simply-connected bounded omain in R 2 assumed to have a smooth boundary F
and let ~ denote the complement of ~0 U F. The steady-state Navier-Stokes problem for a fluid 
occupying n consists in finding the velocity w -- (w,, w2) of the fluid and its pressure p such that 
-yAw + (w. V)w + Vp = .f., in f~, 
div w = O, in 12, 
(N  - S) 
w = w., on F, 
~O(Z) --* W0, as X ~ OO 
(see [10-12]), where/ ,  represents he density of body forces, u > 0 is the dynamic viscosity of 
the flow, w0 is a constant vector, and w, is the velocity of the flow on r satisfying the condition 
rW. nds = 0, (2.1) 
where n denotes the unit vector normal to F, exterior to •. Let w = v + w0, then (N - S) is 
equivalent to 
-yAv  + (v. V)v + (wo . V)v + Vp= f. l ,  in~,  
divv = O, in f~, 
(N  - S) v = w,  - w0, on r ,  
v(x)  .--, O, as z - - ,  ~ .  
By neglecting the nonlinear inertia term in (N - S), we obtain the Oseen problem. 
Now, we introduce an artificial smooth boundary F2 separating an exterior homogeneous re- 
gion 122 from an interior inhomogeneous region fh which contains the support of jr. in fL More- 
over, we will also denote by n the unit outward (from f~2) normal to F2 (see Figure 1). 
r2 
I I 
Figure 1. 
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Referring to [11,13,14], if w. • HZ/2(r) 2 satisfies (2.1), then there is a function vector ¢(x) • 
H2(f/) 2 with a compact support f/1 in ft such that 
d ive = 0 in fh,  ¢lr = w. - wo and ¢lr: = 0. (2.2) 
Thus, if we set f.lal • L~(f/1) 2 and set v = u + ¢, then the Oseen problem is equivalent to 
finding (u, p) such that 
in f/, 
in f/, 
as X ---+ OO~ 
-uAu  + (wo. V)u + Vp= L 
(O - S) div u = 0, 
ulr = O, u(x) ---, O, 
where 
and 
f = L + uA~b - (wo" V)¢ satisfies that fla: = 0 and f ln~ • L2(f/1) 2. (2.3) 
With the above statements, the Oseen problem take the following equivalent form: 
-vAu  + (wo. V)u + Vp = f,  in ~"~1, 
(O -- S1) divu = 0, in ~'~1, 
u = 0, on F, 
-uAu+(wo.V)u+Vp=0,  infl2, 
(O - $2) divu = 0, in f12, 
u(x) -* 0, as x -- oo. 
Naturally, the coupling is on the interface r2 via the transmission conditions 
(O-Sz )  u -=u +andA-=A +, 
where 
(~- ,p- )  = l~r  ' (~(x),p(~))1.1, 
= ( - - ,p - ) "  
(u +, p+) = li~:(~(~), p(x))l.:, 
,X + = a (u+,p+) • nlr:, 
e#=~ + ~x i ) '  i , j  ---- 1,2. 
Thus, the Oseen problem (O - $2) in the homogeneous domain f/2 can be solved by an integral 
equation over the articial boundary r2; the Oseen problem (O - $1) in the inhomogeneous 
domain f~l can be solved by the finite element method; and ( O - $3) represents the appropriate 
assembling of the two separate problems in f~l and ~2. 
3. VARIAT IONAL FORMULATION 
Our starting point is the fundamental solution of the steady Oseen system. It is a 2 nd order 
tensor (Uk, P~) which satisfies 
div Uk (x) -- 0, k = 1, 2, 
where e~ represents the coordinate axis, 6(z) is Dirac delta function. For simplicity, we write 
wo = (woo,0). Recalling [9,11], we know that 
( 02 )~(x) ,  P~(x)= z~ 
U~ = ~h~A Bxkax~ 21x[2' 
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and 
~(X) :  1 f t000" I (~  X2) 1/2)) dT. - 21rto-----~ L=I (log (7"2 -I- x2) 1/2 -I- exp t--~-~--v T j, H (7"2+ 
where 
.<,): _,o< f:: 
ra=O 
"y-t- (m!) 2 I+~+. . .+- - - 'V  
m----1 
is essentially the zero-order Hankel function of the first kind. Here 
3' = Euler's constant. 
Moreover, the Green formulas corresponding to the steady Stokes problem are as follows: in 
the bounded omain 1"11 
2 
( - -vAt~-F Vp) . t )dx -~ 2v ~ L eij(t~)eij(t))d.T 
1 i,3----1 ~'~1 
fn~ divv dz - p +j_~_lfrur=Cr'J(u,p)nj v'dsx, 
(3.1) 
in the unbounded domain f~2 
2 
/n (--uAu-I-Vp)'U dx = 2u ~ ei.f(u)ei.#('u)dz- in, pdivv dx- ~ /r o'i.~(u,p)nj'ui ds=, (3.2) 
i jffil i,.~ffit r2 
for any smooth functions u,v (divu = 0),p,q. Note that the sign of the boundary integral is 
related with the orientation of the normal n (see Figure 1). 
We are now ready to give an integral representation formulas for the solution (u, p) of the 
Oseen equations in f/2. For this purpose, we apply the Green second identity (3.2) to (u, p) and 
( v, q) = (U~, P~), k = 1,2. Then, by the usual method (cf. [10-12]), we get that for any x E ft2 
u(z) = G(~ou+)(x) - SA+(z), (3.3) 
p(x) = 2~[  u+(y) • VP(x  - y). n(y)ds u 
J r  = 
(3.4) 
where P(z -y )  = P I (x -y ) ,  P2(x-y) ,  S : H- i /2(Ci )  2 ~ H1/2(F2) 2, G : H1/i(F2) 2 -* H3/2(r2)2 
are the boundary integral operators of the single and double potentials, respectively, defined by 
Skp(x) = ~r Uk(x - y) . p(y) ds i, V/~ E H-1/2(F2)2, 
2 
G~vo(X) = f r  vo(~) . ~(Uk, Pk)(x - ~) . n(y) ds~ 
+ ~r (uo(y) • U~(z - y))(wo • n(y)) dsu, Vvo E Ht/2(F2) 2. 
2 
Here, 7o is the trace operator of zero-order such that 70u -- u[r= for all u E H l (n l )  2. 
Then, from the usual jump conditions for the double potential as z approaches r2 in (3.3), we 
obtain 
~'~ou(=) = a('-fou)(x) - s,~(~), ~ r2, (3.5) Yx 
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thanks to (O - $3), where u = u-,  ~ = ~-. In order to derive the variational formulation, we 
introduce the Hilbert spaces 
W = {v E Hl(f~l)2; v = 0 on I'} 
provided with the Hl(fh)2-norm Ilvlll,n, and 
Wo = {v E W; divv = 0 in f~l} 
a closed subspace of W, and 
M= (q E L2(ftl); ~ q(x)dx=O 1 = Lo2(~1) 
1 
normed by the norm [[qlto,al. If we set 
2 
a(u,v) = 2t, ~ ~ gij(u)g,j(v)dx, a l (U ,~,~) - - -~  (it. V)~.~/)dx, 
i , j~ . l  ,,'it I . t t l l  
b(X,/z) = (SX, p), 
where (., .) denotes the duality pairing between H-I/2(F~) ~ and HI/2(I'2) 2, it follows from the 
Green formula and (O - 81) that 
a(tt, V) -4- al  (t//0, u, v) -b (~fol), ~> -- (p, div v) = (f, v), V v e W, (3.6) 
(q, divu) = 0, Vq E M. (3.7) 
Moreover, let us define the Hilbert space 
T = { .  e H-1/~(r2)2; (g,n) = 0},  
provided with the dual norm 
[l/~[[-1/2,r2 = sup (v , / z )  
~ex'/'cr~)~ Ilvlh/2,r~" 
Clearly, it holds 
= u(u,p) ,  nlr,  e T. 
Hereafter, for any real number s, domain f~ and curve F, we introduce the following notations: 
L~(") = {q E L2(f~); faqdx =O } , .,u,,s.(•) = ,,u...,., 
IlullH.(n), = Ilull,,a, II~tllH.(r)2 = Ilull,,r. 
Moreover, we denote by c, a generic onstant and denote by Cl,C2, some constants. 
Equation (3.5) formally multiplied by/~ ~ T and integrated over I"2 yields 
2b (~,/~) + (7oU,/~) - (G(7oU),/~) = 0, V/~ E T. (3.8) 
Combining (3.6)-(3.8), problem (O - $1) is then equivalent to the following two variational 
formulations: 
find (u,)~, p) E W × T × M such that 
a(u, v) + al(wo, u, v) + (70v, ,k) - (p, div v) = (f, v), V v E W, 
(Q) 
2b (~, #) + (70u, #) - 2 (G(70u),/~) = 0, V/~ E T, 
(q, divu) = 0, Vq E M, 
find ( u, A) E Wo x T such that 
a(u, v) + al(wo, u, v) + (~ov, ~) = (:, v), v v e Wo, (P) 
2b (~,/~) + (70u, #) - 2 (G(70u), p) = 0, V/~ E T. 
A exact similar method to [13,14] can be used to prove the equivalence between problem (Q) and 
problem (P). We omit this proof. 
In order to prove the well posedness ofproblem (Q) (or (P)), we need consider some properties 
of the bilinear forms a(., .) and al(wo, u, v). 
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LEMMA 3.1. The bilinear forra al(wO,., .) : W x W --* R is continuous and the bilinear form 
a(., .) : W x W -* R is continuous and W-elliptic, namely, there exist two positive constants 
and ~ such that for any u, v • W 
la(u, v) l + lal(WO, u,  v)l _< ~x Ilull 1,1"11 Ilvll~,.,, 
a(u,u) >_ allull~,n,, ax(wo, u,u) = -~ 17ou12wo •nds. 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
PROOF. Recalling [8,11-14], we know that there exists a constant a such that for any u,v e W, 
there hold 
la(u, v)l < 2vllulll,n, Ilvlll,n,, a(u, u) >_ ellull~,n~. (3.11) 
From the Schwartz inequality and the Green formula, we have that for any u, v E W 
lal(wO,U,v)l < Iwolllulll,nl Ilvllo,nl -< Iwolllulll,., Ilvlll,a,, 
al(wO,U,u) = ~ div (lul2wo) d~ = -~ 17oul2wo.nds. 
1 2 
Hence, (3.11)-(3.13) imply (3.9),(3.10). 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
4. PROPERT IES  OF  b(.,.) 
In order to discuss the properties of the bilinear form b(., .) : T x T --* R, we consider an 
auxiliary problem that for each Uo e T', find (w,q) E Hl(ftR1) 2 x Lo2(f~R~) such that 
{ -vAw+(wo.V)w+Vq=0,  in fhor£~,  (O - R) divw = 0, in f~l or f~, 
I/)1£ 2 = UO, 
where T ~ is the duality space of T, namely 
T' = {ve  HV ' (F2) ' ;~  v .nds=O} , 
2 
and R1 is some suitable constant such that f~aa = {z E f~; Izl _< R1} 3 ~'~1, ~'~ ~--- ~'~R1 \ hl.  
LEMMA 4.1. Let uo E T ~, then exists a unique solution (w,q) E HI(f~R~) × L](GR1) of problem 
(o- R) sat~fyh~ 
Ilwlll,n~, + Ilqllo,oR, _< Cl l lUo l l l /2 ,v ,  • (4.1) 
PROOF. Because of [11,13,14], there exists a function ~b E H](NR1) ~ such that 
div~b = 0, in f~l or f~, ~lr2 = uo, (4.2) 
II~llx,nR1 <- ell~lh/~,r,. (4.3) 
Writing w = u + ~b, then in the case of f~l (O - R) becomes that: find (u, q) E H~(f~l) 2 x L~(f~l) 
such that 
-vAu  + (Wo . V)u + Vq = vA~b - (too" V)~b in f~l div u = 0 in f~l. (4.4) 
Noticing that the variational formulation is that: find (u,q) E H](f~l) 2 × LoZ(fll) such that for 
all v e Hol(f~l) 2, ql e Lo2(f~l) 
a(u, v) + al(wO, u, v) - (q, divv) = -a (¢ ,  v) - al(wo, 4, v)(q', divu) = 0. 
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Thanks to Lemma 3.1, the bflinear form a(., .)-l-a1 (I/)0,., .) : H 1 (ill) 2x Hi(ill) 2 --~ R is continuous 
and H~(fll)2-eUiptic. Hence, by applying the existence theorem of the mixed variational problem 
(see [14]) to the variational formulation of (4.4), we obtain that problem (4.4) admits a unique 
solution (u, q) E Hl(ftl) 2 x L2o(f/1) satisfying 
Ilulll,n, + Ilqllo,n, < cll¢lll,n,- (4.5) 
Similarly, we can prove that if ~1 in problem (4.4) is changed by fl~, then problem (4.4) also 
admits a unique solution (u,q) E Hl(f~) 2 x L2(fYl) satisfying 
Ilulll,nl + Ilqll0,nl -< cll¢lll,n~. (4.6) 
Therefore, we conclude from (4.5), (4.6), and (4.3) that problem (O - R) admits a unique solution 
(w,q) E HI(~'~R) 2 × L2(~'~R) satisfying (4.1). I 
Recalling again the trace inequality (see [15]), we also obtain 
[lu0lll/2,r~ < c2llwill,nR,. (4.7) 
Next, by the Green formula, we obtain 
2 
2vZ ~ e, j(w)e, i(v)+~ (wo.V)w.vdx=(v,#), VvEWo(flR,), (4.8) 
i,~----I RI RI 
where 
Wo(fli%) = {v E H01(f//h)2; divv = 0}, 
Taking v = w in (4.8), we obtain 
= - (~+, q+). nlr, - ~ (~-, q-). nit.. 
2 
2v ~ ~ [et#(w)12dx = (uo,/~), 
1,3 1 fiR1 
(4.9) 
thanks to 
/n I / .  I /a  div(,w,2w0)&r=0. (4.10) (~o. v)~.~ dx = ~ div (I~?~o) & + ~ 
R I I 
In a usual method (cf. [8,11-14]), we can prove that there exists a constant ca depending on nR1 
such that 
2 
2v Z ~ le~j(w)[2 dx >- cac2HwH2,rza~" (4.11) 
i , j= l  RI 
Hence, we derive from (4.9), (4.11), and (4.7) imply 
callwlll,nRl _< H/zll-1/2,ra • (4.12) 
Moreover, by the trace theorem (see [13,15]), for each v0 E T I there exists a function v E Wo(f/R1) 
such that v[r2 = vo and 
[l~[[l,f~R 1 ~ c411v0II112,r2. (4.13) 
Therefore, (4.8) and (4.13) give 
II/zH_i/2,r2 = sup (vo,#) < csHw11,nnl. (4.14) 
~oeT' Hv0lll/2,r2 - 
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With the above discussions, we conclude that problem (O-R) defines an isomorphism mapping 
of T' into D(r,), where 
D(r2)  = ((w,q) • W0(aR,) x L2(~R1); -yAw + (Wo. V)w + Vq = 0 in f~l or f~i}. 
Moreover, by the Green formula, (O - R) yields the following integral equation: 
uo(z) = [ V(x - y) . #(y) dsy. (4.15) 
J r  2 
From (4.1), (4.7), (4.12), and (4.14), (4.15) defines an isomorphism apping of T I into T. The 
variational problem corresponding to (4.15) is that: find/~ • T such that 
b(~,pl) = (Uo,~l), V#l • T. (4.16) 
Now, we can prove the following properties of the bilinear form b(., .). 
LEMMA 4.2. For any given i~, #1 • T, there hold 
[b (/~, pl)[ _~ ceH/~[i-i/2,r2 [l~1l[-i/2,r2, 
2 b(~, ~) _~ C7[[~H-1/2,1"2. 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
PROOF. Let (w, q) and (w', q') be two solutions corresponding to uo and u~, respectively, where uo 
and u~ defined by (4.15) correspond to/~ and p~, respectively. Then (4.8) and (4.16) give 
[b (/~,/~l)[ -- [(Uo,/~i)[ _< [[~0[[1/2,r2 [[~I[-1/2,r2 <= ClItO[[1,NRI ]l~Or[[1,f/R1 , 
which (4.12) imply (4.17). 
Finally, by taking/~' --/~ in (4.16), we derive from (4.8)-(4.11) and (4.14) that 
2 
b(~,/~) = (uo,~) -- 2 / /~  / I6ij(~0)[2 d,T ~ c2c3[[t0[]12 f/R1 ~ c7][JMIi_i/2,r2,2 
i , j=l JflRl 
which gives (4.18). I 
5. WELL-POSED ANALYSIS 
First, let us establish the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5.1. For any given uo E T', the variational formulation: find A E T such that 
2b(A,~) + (uo,~) - (Guo,#) -- 6, V/~ • T (5.1) 
8dmits a unique solution A = A(uo) satis/y/ng 
][,'~(t~O) II-I/2,r2 <~ C8 Ilt~o III/2,F2 (5.2) 
and 
-~ luol2wo .nds+ (uo, A(uo)) _> 0. (5.3) 
2 
1 t 2 2 I PROOF. For any given uo • T I, we consider the following problem: find (w, q) • H (fli) xLo(f~l) 
such that 
-yAw + (zoo" V)w + Vq = 0, in f/i, 
divw ffi 0, in f/i, (5.4) 
Wlr2 = uo, ~OIrR, = 0, 
where FR1 = {x • ~"~2; Ixl = R1}.  
unique solution (w, q) depending on uo such that 
[Iwlll,nl + Ilqllo,.~ <- clluOlll/2,r2. 
According to the discussions of Section 3, we have 
2b(a(w, q).n,  #) + (row, #) - (G(row), #) = 0, V# • T. 
But, thanks to row = uo, (5.6) shows that A = a(w, q). nlr 2 satisfies (5.1). 
Moreover, we derive from (5.4) that 
2 
(V, )k) = 21/ Z f gij(w)gij(v) dx ~- f (wo " V)W . ~) dx, 
i,j=l Jnl Jnl 
where 
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Recalling the discussions in Section 4, problem (5.4) admits a 
(5.5) 
Wo (~i) : {v • H1Cf~i)9; divv : 0 and viral = o}. 
(5.o) 
v~ • wo (n l ) ,  (5.7) 
From the trace theorem (see [11,13,15]), we know that for each Vo • T', there exists a function 
v • Wo(N~) such that roy = vo and 
Ilvlll,n~ < cllvolll/2,r2. (5.8) 
Thus, we derive from (5.7), (5.8), and (5.5) that 
II.X(uo)ll-l/2,r2 = sup (vo, .X(~))  < cllwlll,.s < cs l l~lh/2,r2,  
~o~r '  I l vo lh /2 , r2  - 
which yields (5.2). Next, by taking v = w in (5.7) and noticing that row : uo and 
-21f r  2 [uol2wo .nds  = -~ l fo  i div ( Iw l2wo)dx=- /a  i (wo .V)w.w dx, (5.9) 
we then obtain 
(~0, x(x,o)) - ~ i~012,~0 • rids = 21 /~ I¢,~(~)12 dz > 0, 
2 id--1 
which gives (5.3). | 
Thanks to Lemma 5.1, problem (P) is equivalent to that: find u E W0 such that 
a(u, v) + alCWo, ~, v) + (roy, ~(ro~)) = (I, v), v v e Wo. (5.1o) 
THEOREM 5.2. The variational formulation (Q) has exactly one solution (u, A,p) E W x T x M, 
where (u,A) E Wo × T is the unique solution of the associated variational formulation (P). 
Moreover, (u, A, p) satisfies the following regularity estimate: 
H~II2,NI "[" H)tH1/2,F2 "4" llPlll,nl --~ cllfHo,fll" (5.11) 
PROOF. From (5.2) and the trace theorem (see [13,15]) 
11roVH1/2,r2 < IlVUl,nl, Vv E W, (5.12) 
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I ('yov, A(~ou)) I _< llToVlll/2,r~ IIA('you) ll-l/2,r~ 
-< ~llTovlh/2,r, 117oulll/~,v~ -< cllulll,n~ Ilvlll,n,. (5.13) 
Thanks to Lemma 3.1, Lemma 5.1, and (5.13), we derive for all u,v E Wo 
la(u, v) + a~(wo, u, v) + (~o, ~('~ou)) I _< cllull~,n, Ilvlll,n,, (5.14) 
a(u, u) + al(wO, u, u) + (~o~', ~(~o")) 
1 f r  (5.15) = a(u, u) - ~ 17oul2wo.n ds + (7oU, A(7oU)) _ ~11u1112,,1. 
2 
Thus, by applying the Poincare inequality and the Lax-Milgram theorem (see [16]) to (5.10), we 
find that problem (5.10) admits a unique solution u E W0 satisfying 
II-IIl,n, -< cllfllo,n,. (5.16) 
Furthermore, we derive from Lemma 5.1 and (5.12) that problem (P) admits a unique solution 
(u, A) E W0 x T such that 
II~lh,n~ + IIMI-1/2,r~ -< cllfllo,n,. (5.1z) 
Moreover, we know that the bilinear form (q, divv) satisfies the inf-sup condition (see [14]) 
sup (q' divv) 
~w Ilvlll.n, -> ~llqllo,n,, Vq E M. (5.18) 
Hence, there exists a unique p E M such that (u,A,p) E W x T x M is a unique solution of 
problem (Q) and 
lit, Ill,n, + 11~11-1/2,r, + Ilpllo,n~ -< clllllo,n,. (5.19) 
Now, we can prove the regularity estimate (5.11). We let 
H = {v E L2(N1)2; divv = 0 in ~1 and v. n -- 0 on F} 
and Po is the orthogonal projector in L2(ft) 2 on the space H. Then, problem (O - 81) gives 
-uPoAu + Po(wo" V)u = Pof, in ['~1, 
which (5.16) yields 
vIIPo~ullo,,, _< IIPo(wo. V)ullo,n, + IIPofllo.n~ _< cllfllo,n,. 
Next, problem (O - 81)  and (5.20) also gives 
IlVpllo,n, - cllfllo,n,. 
Thanks to 
11~'ll2,a~ c(llullo,a, + IIPo~ullo,a,) 
(see [17]), we derive from (5.19)-(5.21) that 
IIuII2,., + IlpIll,n, < cIIlIIo,n,. 
Finally, by using (5.22) and the trace theorem (see [15]), we obtain (5.11). 
(5.20) 
(5.21) 
(5.22) 
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6. APPROXIMATE VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 
For the numerical apprc0dmation f our problem, we construct and study a finite element 
method based on the mixed variational formulation developed in Section 3. It involves Lagrangian 
finite elements which are conforming both in velocity and pressure but where the incompressibility 
condition is poorly approximated. 
For simplicity, we restrict here the discussion to the case where ftl has polygonal boundaries, 
but the results can be easily extended to a general curved omain, by introducing an approximate 
boundary Fh t9 rlh. For further details, we also refer to [8]. 
From now on, h will be a real positive parameter tending to 0. We introduce three finite- 
dimensional spaces Xh and Mh such that 
Xh C HI(~I), Sh C H-1/2(F2), Mh C HI(~I) f'l M. 
We define 
Wh = n W, Th = n T. 
In addition, we introduce the subspace Woh of Wh given by 
Woh = {vh • Wh; (qh, divvh) ---- 0, Vqh • Mh}. (6.1 /
With these spaces, problems (Q) and (P) are approximated by 
find (uh, Ah,ph) • Wh x Th x Mh such that 
a(uh, vh) + al(wO, uh, vh) + (7oVh, Ah) - (Ph, divvh) = (f, vh), 
and 
2b(Ah,/zh) + (Touh,/~h) -- 2 (G('yoUh), #h) = O, 
(qh, divuh) = 0, V qh • Mh, 
Vvh • Wh, (Qh) 
V #h • Th, 
find (uh, Ah) • WOh x Th such that 
a(uh, vh) +.adwo, uh, vh) + (7ovh, Ah) = (f, vh), 
2b(Ah,/za) - (7ouh,/zh) + 2 (G(7ouh), #h) = 0, 
VVh • WOh, (Ph) 
V#h • Th. 
In order to prove the existence, uniqueness, and approximation properties of the numerical 
solution (uh, Ah,Ph), we need to establish suitable compatibility conditions between the spaces 
Wh, Th, and Mh. Hence, we require the following approximatively assumptions. 
(H1) There exists an operator Ih : H2(•1) 2 N W --* Wh such that 
(qh, diV(~--Ih~))=O, VqheMh,  V e H2(~l) 2 
and 
Ilv - Ihv11,a, <_ chllvH2,al, Vv e U2(f~l) 2. 
(H2) The orthogonal projection operator sa : L2(F2) 2 --* Th satisfies 
II/~ - sa#H-1/2,r, <_ chll#lll/2,r,, v# e H1/2(r2) 2 n T. 
(Hs) The orthogonal projection operator Ph : M -* Mh verifies 
Iiq - Paqli0,n, -< chliqilx,a,, Vq • HX(nl) n M. 
(H4) There exists a constant ~ > 0, independent of h, such that 
$Hqhllo,a, < sup (qh, diVVh) 
- ~hew~ Ilvhlll,., ' Vqh • Mh. 
(Hs) For the finite element spaces Wh and Mh, Woh has the following form: 
Woh = {vh • Wh;(qh, divvh) = 0, Vqh • Mh, and (7orb, n) = 0}. 
Due to the trace theorem (see [15]) and Assumption (Hs), 70W0h C T ~. Hence, we can also 
obtain the following lemma. 
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For each uoh E ?oWoh, the variational formulation: find Ah E Th such that 
2b(Ah,lZh) + (u0h,#h) -- (G(uoh),#h) = 0, V#h E Th, 
~/mits a unique solution Ah = Ah(uoh) satisfy/ng 
Ilmh(UOh)ll-1/2,r~ < clluohlh/a,r= 
and 
-~ [U0hl2W0 • rids + (UOh, ~h(UOh)) ~__ O. 
2 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
IIA - Ah[ I -1 /2 , r~ <_ e(llu - uh I [1 ,a l  + IlshA - A [ [ -1 /2 , r~) .  (6.12) 
Using again Lemma 4.2, Lemma 5.1, Lemma 6.1, and the trace theorem, we obtain 
Ah('y0IhU) -- Ah('7OUh) = Ah(eh), ("loeb, Ah(7oeh)) >_ O, (6.13) 
[]A(TOU) - A(~/ohu)[[-1/2,r, _~ c[]u - hU]ll,a ~, (6.14) 
lIA(7olhu) - Ah(7olhU)II-I/2,r2 <_ CllshA(7oIhu) - A(~/olhu)]l-1/2,r2. (6.15) 
which gives 
This proof is exactly similar to ones of Lemma 5.1, it can be omitted. 
THEOREM 6.2. Suppose that Assumpt ions ( t t l ) - ( t t5)  are valid. Then problem (Qh) has exactly 
one solution (Uh,Ah,Ph) E Wh X Th X Mh, where (uh, Ah) E Woh x Th is the un/que solution of 
problem (Ph). Moreover, ( Uh , Ah , ph ) satisfies the following error bound: 
Ilu - Uhl l l , . l  + I1~ - ~hll-1/2,r2 + lip --Phlro,nl < oh. (6.5) 
PROOF. With Assumptions (H1)-(Hs), the existence and uniqueness for the solution of prob- 
lems (Qh) and (Ph) can be proven in an exact similar manner to ones used in Section 5. 
Next, thanks to 
Wh c W, Th C T, Mh C M,  
problems (Q) and (Qh) give that for all (Vh, •h, qh) ~ Wh × Th × Mh 
a(u - Uh, Vh) + al (wo, u -- uh, Vh) + (70Vh, A - Ah) - (p -- Ph, div Vh) ---- 0, (6.6) 
2b(A - Ah, #h) + (70(U -- Uh), #h) -- (G(70(u - uh), Ph) = 0, (6.7) 
(qh, div (u - Uh)) = 0. (6.8) 
In order to prove (6.5), it is convenient to write (6.6)-(6.8) as 
a(eh, vh ) + al (wo, eh, Vh) + (70Vh, z/h) -- (6h, div vh) 
= a(Ihu -- u, Vh) + al(w0, Ihu -- u, Vh) (6.9) 
-{- (Vh, shA - A) - (PhP -- P, div vh), 
2b(rlh, #h) = -- (~/O(U -- Uh), #h) + 2 (G("fo(U - uh), t~h) + 2b(shA - A, Ph), (6.10) 
(qh, diveh) = 0, (6.11) 
by virtue of Assumption (H1), where 
eh = ~rhu -- Uh, ~Th = Sh A -- ~h, ~h = PhP -- Ph. 
Recalling the properties (4.17),(4.18), we derive from (6.10) that 
Ilnhll-x/2,r2 < c(llu - uhl l l , . ,  + IlsaA - All -1 /2 , r ,  ),  
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Thanks to u 6 H2(fll) 2 N Wo, there holds Iau 6 H2(nl) 2 N Wo (see [16]), namely 
IIIhull2,n, < Ilull2,al + I I /h~- ulll,nl < 11-112,a, + cll~ll2,a,. 
Hence, we can conclude from the trace theorem (see [13,15]) that 
II~('~oXhu)lll/2x, s cllull2,n,. 
Thus, by applying Theorem 5.2 and Assumption (H2), we derive from (6.15) and above estimate 
that 
II~(~OXhU) - ~h('Zolhu)ll-1/2,r2 <_ chllull2,n,. (6.16) 
Let us ts]ce vh = eh in (6.6) and use (6.8). Then we obtain 
a(eh, eh) q- al(~oo, eh, eh ) "[- ('70eh, ~h(~0eh)) = a( lh u -- u, eh ) 
(6.17) 
"}- al ('Wo, !hU -- u, eh ) + ('7oeh, Ah ('7olhu) -- A) - (PhP - P, div eh). 
Applying Lemma 3.1, Lemma 6.1, and we imply 
Ilehlll,n, < c(llu - Ihulll,a, + l ip-  PhPllo,n, + II~h(~oXh=) - ~[ I -1 /2x , ) .  (6.18) 
Using again Lemma 5.1 and (6.14)-(6.16), we have 
[[Ah('?OlhU) -- A[[-1/2,r2 ~ e([[u -- lhu[[1,a~ + h[[u[[2,fh). (6.19) 
Thus, (5.11), (6.12), (6.18), (6.19), and Assumptions (HI)-(H3) gives 
[[U -- Uh[]I,NI -[- [[~ -- )~h[[-1/2,r2 --~ ch. (6.20) 
Using again (6.6), Assumption (H4), and (6.20), we derive (6.5). | 
We conclude this section by giving some example of the finite-dimensions] spaces Wa, Th, 
and Mh such that Assumptions (H1)-(H4) are satisfied. Let f~l be a polygons] domain. For 
each h > 0, let {~h} be a uniformly regular family of triangulations of ~1 made of n-simplices K
with diameters bounded by h. Let us denote by si, 1 < i < m ([si[ _< h) the finite number of 
segments of a line composing the boundary I"2. For any integer l, we denote by PI(K) the space 
of polynomials of degree less than or equal to I on K. 
EXAMPLE. We talcing the following finite element spaces: 
Xh = {Vh ~ C0 (~I);  Vh[l¢ ~ V2(K), VK ~ "rh} C HI(~"~1), 
,-qh = {uh e C°(r2); uhlo, ~ P1, V1 < i < ra} C H1/2(r2), 
Mh = {qh ~ cO (~1) CI M; qhl~ ~ Vl, VK E ~'h} C H l (a l )  CI M. 
Recalling [8,14,16,18], Wh, Th, and Mh satisfy Assumptions (H~)-(H4). Furthermore, we will 
prove that Woh satisfies Assumption (H~). 
Vqh E Mh. (6.21) 
xE  K, 
z~K.  
In fact, for each vh E W0h, there holds 
a qh div d~=O, Uh 
1 
In particular, for each K E rh, we take {1, 
qh ---- O, 
Then, (6.21) yields 
1 K 
where n denotes the unit vector norms] to aK, exterior to K. Summing (6.22) for K E Th, one 
finds 
which has proven (Hs). 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, we have the established the continuous coupled variational formulation for the 
exterior Oseen flow. Then, we discuss the properties of some of the boundary integral operators 
and the well posedness of the variational formulation. For the numerical approximation of our 
problem, we construct and study a coupling method of finite element and boundary element based 
on the continuous coupled problem. It involves Lagrangian finite elements which are conforming 
both in velocity and pressure but where the compressibility condition is poorly approximated 
(see [8]). Moreover, we have derived the optimal error estimates for the approximate solutions. 
The numerical results will be made in the future paper because of the complicity of this problem. 
A direct extension of this study is naturally the coupling between the Navier-Stokes equations 
in the inner region and Oseen equations in the outer region. 
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